Sora™ responds to your movements while you work. With perceptive adjustments built into a streamlined aesthetic, Sora provides the support you need to stay focused. Personalize your comfort with adjustable lumbar support and a range of ergonomic seat width and backrest options. Available in 24 brilliant mesh colors.

Seats shown in Momentum Millennium, Onyx, backs shown in Vue mesh, Pool Blue.
Personalized comfort

Sora is designed with each individual in mind and is fully compliant with the latest BIFMA G1, GSA and CGSB specifications. Its upper backrest shape encourages you to move freely in whichever way you prefer. Sora is standard with a 4.4" independent lumbar adjustment that easily slides to support your posture. Available in medium and high back heights, Sora features a modern, elasticized mesh that conforms to your shape.

Seat shown in Momentum Millennium, Onyx, back shown in Vue mesh, Pool Blue.
Select your seat and back

A seat to fit your shape and size

Petite Seat
17"w
Seat depth adjusts 3"
Adjustment range is 15.5"-18.5"

Standard Seat
18.5"w
Seat depth adjusts 3"
Adjustment range is 16.5"-19.5"

Generous Seat
19.5"w
Seat depth adjusts 2.25"
Adjustment range is 17.5"-19.75"

High Back
26"h

Medium Back
24"h

Seats shown in Momentum Millennium, Onyx, backs shown in Vue mesh, Pool Blue.
A closer look

High Back
26” above the seat supports shoulders of most users

Medium Back
24” above the seat

Three arms to choose from; height adjustable (E2), height and width adjustable (E3) and fully ergonomic movement (E4), all with 4.5” of height travel

Side-to-side independent height adjustable lumbar support provides 4.4” of customized support and modifies the mesh form to improve user comfort

Self-adjusting balance/spring tension to match user’s body weight for comfort and support
When in tilt mode, allows the user to increase the angle between the back and thighs

Seat depth adjustment travels up to 3” (generous seat travels 2.25”)

Armcaps slide forward and backward, side-to-side and pivot inwards and outwards (E4 arms only)

Weight sensing synchro-tilter mechanism

Three cylinder options offer 4” or 5” of travel to accommodate different seat height ranges

24 standard mesh colors

Bases are available in Black or Polished Aluminum

Carpet casters are standard Optional hard flooring casters are available

24 standard mesh colors

Three arms to choose from; height adjustable (E2), height and width adjustable (E3) and fully ergonomic movement (E4), all with 4.5” of height travel

Side-to-side independent height adjustable lumbar support provides 4.4” of customized support and modifies the mesh form to improve user comfort

Self-adjusting balance/spring tension to match user’s body weight for comfort and support
When in tilt mode, allows the user to increase the angle between the back and thighs

Seat depth adjustment travels up to 3” (generous seat travels 2.25”)

Armcaps slide forward and backward, side-to-side and pivot inwards and outwards (E4 arms only)

Weight sensing synchro-tilter mechanism

Three cylinder options offer 4” or 5” of travel to accommodate different seat height ranges

24 standard mesh colors

Bases are available in Black or Polished Aluminum

Carpet casters are standard Optional hard flooring casters are available
Sora considers every detail in its design. Featuring a weight sensing synchro-tilter, Sora automatically tilts in response to your body weight. A fully ergonomic arm option offers height and width adjustments with armcaps that slide and pivot. Sora is available in a standard Black or a Polished Aluminum base that completes its contemporary look.

Seat shown in Momentum Millennium, Onyx, back shown in Vue mesh, Pool Blue.
Color it your way

Choose from 24 standard Vue mesh back colors.

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: Seat shown in Momentum Millennium, Onyx, back shown in Vue mesh, Pool Blue.

Above, left to right: Seating shown in Momentum Millennium, Cascade, back shown in Vue mesh, Sky, Momentum Millennium, Onyx, back shown in Vue mesh, Hot Pink, Momentum Millennium, Onyx, back shown in Vue mesh, White, Momentum Millennium, Safari, back shown in Vue mesh, Sandy Beach, Momentum Odyssey, Smith, back shown in Vue mesh, Lime.